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selekta REFINE
Façade profiles
The classic redefined

Newly developed process for the best U
V 
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Façade - Colorpan pure white - 701+

Terrace - Entero 2.0  
carbone - 478

+



Maximum UV and  
weather resistance

With innovative materials, WERZALIT offers con-
sistently beautiful façades that are characterized 
by low maintenance requirements.

selekta REFINE combines both, a for decades tested 
and proven system from HPL production and a newly 
developed production process. 
This combination enables façade designs with the 
best UV protection and durability.

At a glance

Two systems tested and proven for decades have 
been reunited in REFINE. This endless experience 
creates trust and guarantees the longevity of selekta.

selekta REFINE consists exclusively of renewable materials.

Technology that lasts

Sustainability

WERZALIT façade profiles are easy to process and 
can be installed on well-known substructure systems. 
This saves valuable time and money. REFINE is ideally 
suited for combination with other façade systems.

Our decors are timeless and gives your building an 
incomparable aesthetics. In addition to the standard 
colors, almost all RAL colors are available on request.

Fast & flexible

Timelessly unique

selekta REFINE protects your building sustainably. 
Both the builder and our environment benefit from the 
long service life and almost maintenance-free surface.

Protection & Environment

Façade - Dekopan dark cedar - 154 +

Profile 1:1

Overall width 170 mm

Coverage width 155 mm

Next profile

18
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Max. coverage length: 5.400 mm



The WERZALIT
climate-façade

As a curtain-wall facing and ventilated façade, selekta 
REFINE protects the building over the long term. This 
keeps the façade dry, which guarantees a long service 
life. This for centuries tested and proven system is also 
unsurpassed in the field of climate protection.

Design variety and  
economical assembly 

selekta REFINE facade profiles offer almost unlimited design possibilities.
They can be laid vertically, horizontally and diagonally. Furthermore, they 
can be excellently combined with other façade systems.

WERZALIT façade cladding is also easy to process. With a high degree of 
prefabrication, sophisticated mounting systems, large mounting distances 
and a comprehensive range of accessories, WERZALIT façade profiles 
allow for high cost-effectiveness during installation.
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The REFINE advantages

extremely weather-resistant and UV-stable

low-maintenance – no repainting

Fast, economical assembly

10-year guarantee

PEFC certified and 100% recyclable

Made in Germany



The REFINE color range 
Dekopan & Colorpan

Dekopan
dark cedar - 154

Colorpan
pure white - 701

Dekopan
meranty - 151

Colorpan
creamy white - 716

Dekopan
walnut - 157

Colorpan
light grey - 718

Dekopan
white oak - 152

Colorpan
anthracite grey - 721

Dekopan
cedar - 082

Colorpan
dark grey - 719

Dekopan
birch - 156

Dekopan
african ebony - 158

All the colors/decors shown in the brochure may deviate from the original shades for technical printing reasons. We would be happy to provide you with original hand samples.

special decors
are on request
available

Special
decors



Window sills | Terraces | Façade profiles | Balconies | Outdoor furniture

WERZALIT Deutschland GmbH 
Bahnhofstraße Gernrode 45 
37339 Gernrode

Front page: Façade Dekopan birch 156

+49 (0) 36076/48-0 
info@werzalit.com 
www.werzalit.com

can be found at www.werzalit.com  
or by email at info@werzalit.com
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